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Dance group has old school flair 
The Eccentricity dance team uses a mix of hip- 
hop and other dance styles to create routines 
Josh Phillips BG Nevis 
SHAKE IT: The Eccentricity dance group practiced last night in the Rec Center. The group is comprised ot 10 girls who practice four times per 
week.They mix various dance genres to create their own unique routines. 
By Emily Rippe 
niPOiiK 
The Eccentricity dance team 
brings a unique flare to the 
University, showcasing routines 
that are heavily influ- 
enced by hip-hop. 
Sharmayne 
Freeman, junior, 
founded the dance 
team in December 
2003, with the hopes 
of shining a positive 
light on tin' musical 
genre. 
"I wanted to pro- 
vide a positive outlet 
for creativity among 
the diverse population 
on campus," Freeman 
said. 
Eccentricity is now 
recognized as an 
organization that val- 
ues the imagination, 
embraces diversity and strives l'< >r 
unity through dance and com- 
munity service. 
The group has participated 
in multi-cultural fairs, Dance 













The dance team takes pride in 
their community achievements. 
proving that musical preferences 
do not dictate lifestyles. 
"I personally don't mind doing 
community ser- 
vice with or without 
Eccentricity, sim- 
ply because I don't 
mind giving back 
to the community,'' 
Shameeka Craig, 
vice president, said. 
"I know that there are 
people in the com- 
munity less fortunate 
than me. and I love 
showing them that 
I have taken advan- 
tage of opportunities 
given to me." 
All 10 members 
in Eccentricity value 
strength, endurance 
and determination. 
Excellence does not come eas- 
ily, Freeman said. 
During   practice  —   which 
occurs four times a week — the 
ECCENTRICITY. PAGE 2 
Sorority hosts speaker 
living with HIV/AIDS 
Susan Rodriguez 
shared her story with 
students last night 
By Meghan Durbak 
REPORTER 
Susan Rodriguez knew nothing 
about HFV/A1DS in 1995 when 
she discovered she and her 3- 
ycar-old     daughter 
were positive with a 
deadly disease there is 
no cure for. 
"To know that your 
child has diis disease 
that you passed to 
them is very traumat- 
ic. My whole world 
fell a part,'' Rodriguez 
said. 
Her story captured 
the attention from the women 
in the Gamma Phi Beta soror- 
ity while they looked through 
Glamour magazine during study 
hours. 
Monica Seggio, senior, said 
they brought Rodriguez to the 
university yesterday because 








who talk about this subject. 
"FilV/AIDS is not really talked 
about. It is considered taboo. She 
has great information and we can 
learn a lot from her experience 
and knowledge," Seggio said. 
In fan this disease affects over 
43 thousand people in the United 
States alone. 
Meaghan Geraghty,  sorority 
president, said it is 
important for people 
to   become   aware 
of the situation and 
take action in their 
community. 
That is what 
Rodriguez, also a 
breast cancer survi- 
vor, did in 1998 when 
she and a group of 
women founded 
Sisterhood Mobilized for AIDS/ 
HIV Research and Treatment, 
Inc. (SMART). 
"I started S.MAR.T because 
I'm a control freak," Rodriguez 
explained. "I didn't know what 
this was, didn't have the informa- 
tion. If I can't get it, I think other 
HIV, PAGE 2 
College prices growing at 
the lowest rates since 2001 
Though increase 
has slowed, college 
inflation rate still high 
By Justin Pope 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
For students and parents, it's 
the first sliver of good news 
about college costs for several 
years: price increases slowed 
this year, growing at the lowest 
rate since 2001. 
But the bad news is the 7.1 
percent increase at public four- 
year universities remains well 
above the general inflation 
rate, and drove the "list price" 
of tuition and fees at those 
schools to an average of $5,491, 
according to an annual sur- 
vey released yesterday by the 
College Board. 
Prices at two-year pub- 
lic colleges, which educate 
nearly half of American col- 
lege students, rose 5.4 percent 
to $2,191. At four-year private, 
nonprofit colleges, costs rose 
5.9 percent to $21,235. 
Most families don't pay the 
full list price, thanks to grants 
from the government and other 
sources, as well as tax breaks. 
Typical net costs: $11,600 at 
COSTS. PAGE 2 
Global warming discussed 
Speaker says melting 
glaciers could flood 
major U.S. cities 
By Kara Olmgren 
REPORTER 
If the Greenland ice sheet were 
to melt, the Earth's sea level 
would rise six to seven inches 
— leaving places such as Naples, 
Fla. and Washington, DC. com- 
pletely underwater. 
This, along with many other 
staggering realities concern- 
ing global climate change, was 
brought to the .mention of a 
packed crowd last night dur- 
ing a speech given by Ixinnie 
Thompson, a distinguished pro- 
fessor of geological sciences at 
The Ohio State University. 
During Thompson's lecture, 
"Rapid Climate Change In the 
Earth System: Past, Present and 
Future," he stressed the impor- 
tance of the tropics and tropi- 
cal glaciers as records of climate 
and environmental change. 
"Glaciers are our most visible 
evidence of global warming" he 
said. "Glaciers arc disappearing 
and with them, very valuable 
paleoclimate archives are being 
lost." 
A research scientist at OSU's 
Byrd Polar Research Center, 
Thompson has moved the smdy 
of ice core paleoclimatology, or 
the study of ancient climates, 
from the polar ice fields to the 
highest tropical and subtropical 
ice fields. 
"Lonnie is an international 
leader in ice core paleoclima- 
tology." said Jeff Snyder. a geol- 
ogy professor at the University. 
"His colleagues are envious of 
him on many levels, the exotic 
places he's fortunate enough to 
study, his published works, and 
of course the scientific advance- 
ments." 
Thompson presented visual 
documentation of glacier deple- 
tion around die world. Perhaps 
most notably, he mentioned 
that the Glacier National park, 
located in Montana, is retreating 
so rapidly that it is likely in 30 
years there will be no ice present 
at all. 
Over 20 years of research 
has shown Thompson that 
the famous snows on Mount 
"Glaciers are 
our most visible 
evidence of global 
warming." 
LONNIE THOMPSON, PROFESSOR 
Kilimanjaro, which have existed 
for over 11,000 years, are now 
melting so quickly that they 
could disappear by the year 2015. 
He has also placed emphasis on 
the El Nino and monsoon sys- 
tems that dominate the climate 
of the tropical Pacific and affect 
global-scale oceanic and atmo- 
spheric circulation patterns. 
In concluding, Thompson 
offered three options concerning 
the issue rapid climate change. 
GLACIERS. PAGE 2 
Hurricane Wilma could hit Florida 
Wilma set to hit 
Central America, 
possibly Florida 
By Freddy Cuevas 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
TEGUCIGALPA. Honduras 
— Hurricane Wilma whirled 
into the record books as the 
12th such storm of the season, 
strengthening late yesterday 
and setting a course to side- 
swipe Central America or 
Mexico. Forecasters warned of 
a "significant threat" to Horida 
by the weekend. 
Wilma became a Category 2 
hurricane late yesterday with 
winds near 100 mph, up from 
80 mph earlier in the day. 
Forecasters warned that 
Wilma was likely to rake 
Honduras and the Cayman 
Islands before turning toward 
the narrow Yucatan Channel 
between Cuba and Mexico's 
Cancun region — then move 
into the storm-weary Gulf. 
The hurricane's outer bands 
brought rain, high winds and 
heavy surf to the Atlantic 
coasts of Honduras and 
Nicaragua, but Honduran 
emergency officials said 
they had not yet ordered any 
evacuations. 
By 8 p.m. EDT, the hurri- 
cane was centered about 185 
miles south of Grand Cayman 
Island and it was moving 
toward the west-northwest at 
nearly 8 mph, according to the 
Hurricane Center. 
"It does look like it poses a 
significant threat to Florida by 
the weekend. Of course, these 
are four and five-day forecasts, 
so things can change," said 
Dan Brown, a meteorologist 
at the U.S. National Hurricane 
Center. 
Wilma already had been 
blamed for one death in 
Jamaica as a tropical depres- 
sion Sunday. It has flooded 
several low-lying communities 
and triggered mudslides that 
HURRICANE. PAGE 2 
Chris O'Maxi AP Photo 
BATTEN DOWN i Pat Schmidt a Florida resident loads her car yesterday. 
She and other Floridians started preparing for yet another hurricane. 
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dynamics of terrorism 
By Laura Hoesman 
SENIOR RfPOSTER 
Former German U.N. 
Ambassador Mans Arnold said 
terrorism is too broad a problem 
to prevent with military force, in 
,i speech yesterday evening in 
the Union. 
"We have to see that there are 
forces behind terrorist actions 
that are many-told." he said to 
an audience of about 35 people. 
lb my mind terrorism is a soci- 
ety problem." 
Drawing a parallel between 
U.S. patriots during the War for 
Independence and today's ter- 
rorists in the Middle 
I aft Arnold said mili- 
tary actions against 
terrorism may bring 
quick results, but dip- 
lomatic   negotiations 
would have more last- 
ing effects against ter- 
rorism, 
lie explained that 
many Americans 
identify terrorists as 
religious   extremists. 
but he believes the ter- 
rorists have political. 
not religious, agendas. 
Skewed viewpoints 
on the origins of terrorism may 
stem from the U.S. news media's 
coverage of foreign policy, he 
said 
Arnold said the news media 
did not accurately depict the 
extent of protest from European 
people against warin Iraq. On die 
eve ol the United States' attack 
on Iraq.  Arnold  said  300,000 
anti-war protesters marched in 
the streets of Munich, his home- 
tow n. 
With such overwhelminganti- 
wai sentiment in the country. 
Germany refused to send troops 
to Iraq, and still is against the 
United Stales' decision to attack 
Iraq, 
In addition to commenting on 
the US. foreign policy to nix ter- 
rorism. Arnold spoke about the 
past and present roles of NATO 
and   the  European   Union   in 
world politics. 
Arnold said that the United 
States, which initiated the cre- 
ation of NATO and the U.N., 
now believes, "there should not 
be any power or any state that 
should put them lllnited States] 
in a secondary position." 
He believes the end of NATO 
came with the 9/11 attacks. 
When the United States was 
attacked and decided to deal 
with the terrorist threat alone, 
Arnold said the role of NATO as 
an alliance was ignored. 
At this point, "there was no 
way back for NATO," he said. 
The F.U, he said, was created 
to reduce the threat of the Soviet 
Union, give Europe a stronger say 
in foreign affairs and increase the 
prosperity of western Europe, 
today, the F.U is 
still trying to unite 
Europe, without los- 
ing the cultural dis- 
tinctions between 
countries, he said. 
"The Europeans 
want to be unified, 
hut they don't want 
to be uniform," 
Arnold said. 
lie added that 
the F.U will never 
become a single 
nation, primar- 
ily due to language 
barriers. 
1'oell, director of 
International Studies, said she 
tried last year to brirtg Arnold to 
campus, but he was completely 
booked. This year, she was the 
first in line to invite the former 
diplomat. 
"Dr. Arnold describes himself 
as a witness of history," she said. 
"His years of active service were 
very interesting ones." 
A member of the German 
Foreign Service from 1951 to 1986, 
Arnold witnessedthe effects ofthe 
Cold War on a divided Germany. 
In the 1960s, heservedasthehead 
ot the German Foreign Ministry 
under Chancellor Willy Brandt. 
From 1982 through 1986, he rep- 
resented Germany as a member 
of the U.N. During this time, he 
watched the early formation of 




want to be 
unified, but 
the don't 
want to be 
uniform." 
HANS ARNOLD. 
FORMER GERMAN U.N. 
AMBASSADOR 
Krislie 
Would Like to Congratulate, 
Stephanie Melillo 
on her lavaliering to 
Michael Finelli 
S.M.A.R.T. provides AIDS education 
HIV, FROM PAGE 1 
people can't either." 
She also started it because she 
felt there was even less infor- 
mation about the disease and 
women. 
Using a grant of S5,O00. she 
and her colleagues held a ses- 
sion of 20 weeks giving women 
information about living with 
HIV/AIDS and how to live longer 
and healthier lives. 
From her living room in 
New York City she held meet- 
ings teaching women dietary 
and dental needs and worked 
to spread hope to both women 
and men. 
Eventually S.M.A.R.T would 
become a non-profit corpora- 
tion in 2000 that would help the 
basic education of women such 
as computer skills, book clubs. 
HURRICANE, FROM PAGE 1 
blocked roads and damaged 
several homes, said Barbara 
Carby, head of Jamaica's emer- 
gency management office. 
She said that some 250 people 
were in shelters throughout the 
island. 
While some Florida residents 
started preparing by buying 
water, canned food and other 
supplies, hurricane shuners 
hadn't gone up yet in Punta 
Gorda, on Honda's Gulf coast, 
and no long lines had formed 
for supplies or gas. 
Still, Wilma's track could 
take it near that city and other 
Florida areas hit by Hurricane 
Charley, a Category 4 storm, 
in August 2004. The state has 
seen seven hurricanes hit or 
pass close by since then, caus- 
ing more than $20 billion in 
estimated damage and killing 
nearly 150 people. 
In Mexico, the MrV Latin 
America Video Music Awards 
ceremony, originally sched- 
uled to be held Thursday at a 
seaside park south of Cancun, 
was moved up one day to avoid 
possible effects from Wilma. 
The storm is the record-tying 
12th hurricane of the season, 
the same number reached in 
1969; 12 is the most in one 
season since record-keeping 
began in 1851. 
On Monday, Wilma became 
the Atlantic hurricane season's 
21st named storm, tying the 
record set in 1933 and exhaust- 
ing the list of names for this 
year. 
I londuras and its neighbors 
already are recovering from 
flooding and mudslides caused 
earlier this month from storms 
related to Hurricane Stan. At 
least 796 people were killed, 
most of them in Guatemala, 
with many more still missing. 
The government of flood- 
prone I londuras warned that 
I lurricane Wilma posed "an 
imminent threat to life and 
property of the people of the 
Atlantic coast." 
Hnnduran President Ricardo 
Maduro declared "a maximum 
alert" along the northern coast 
and his office said emergency 
personnel and resources had 
been sent to die area, where 
evacuations were possible. 
Forecasters said Wilma 
should avoid the central U.S. 
Gulf coast diat was devas- 
tated by K.111III.I and Rita. 
"There's no scenario now that 
takes it toward Uniisiana or 
Mississippi, but that could 
change," said Max Mayfield, 
director of the National 
I lurricane Center. 
The six-month hurricane 
season ends Nov. 30. Wilma 
is die last on die list of storm 
names for 2005; there are 
21 names on the yearly list 
because the letters Q, U, X. Y 
and/are skipped. 
If any other storms fonn, let- 
ters from the Greek alphabet 
would be used, starting with 
Alpha, for the first time. 
Listing Available for the 
2006 & 2007 School Year 
STOP 
by our office & 
pick up the 
New Listings! 
Great Selection of 
Houses £r Apartments 
in Good Locations! 
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The founder also touched 
on preventative methods. She 
went over what her organiza- 
tion calls "the most important 
innovation in reproductive 
health since the Pill," microbi- 
cides. Amicrobicideisavariety 
of products that have the abil- 
ity to prevent the sexual trans- 
mission of HIV and other STDs 
coming in the forms of gels, 
creams,  sponges and  many 
others. 
Most importantly, the moth- 
er of three wants there to be 
hope for people with the dis- 
ease, equality in health care for 
those afflicted and to encour- 
age community action and vol- 
unteerism. 
Editors Note: David's House 
in Toledo available for counsel- 
ing and information for anyone 
dealing with this situation. 
Wilma's uncertain 
path threatens lives 
Hip-hop key element 
ECCENTRICITY, FROM PAGE 1 
dancers take their time to per- 
fect each dance movement. 
The season has just begun, 
and the three core values are 
prevalent in every move they 
make. The group focuses on 
one movement at a time, in 
hopes of a flawless routine. 
"Try it again, with more deter- 
mination this time," Freeman 
said. She is relendess with the 
dancers. 
There is a strong sense of 
unity in the practice room as 
everyone works together to 
meet the high expectations. 
Though each dancer brings 
special talents and skills to the 
group, they rely on one another 
for collecdve success. 
Hip-hop is Eccentricity's 
predominant dance style. The 
dancers take pride in their 
dance routine that they say is 
unique. 
"When deciding choreog- 
raphy we go back to the days 
when hip-hop first came out to 
sec how moves were executed 
and try to do it that way instead 
of how young adults our age 
dance," Craig said. 
Though hip-hop plays a large 
role in Eccentricity's style, other 
dance techniques also influ- 
ence the dance team. 
Elements of ballet, modem 
dance and Katherine Dunham 
dance technique are visible in 
their creative movements. 
These multiple dance 
approaches are unexpected, 
especially when watching them 
applied as they dance to Missy 
Elliot's Lose Control. According 
to the group it's unlike any 
multi-cultural performance 
that Bowling Green has ever 
seen, 
"We bring a different ele- 
ment to the BGSU communi- 
ty," dancer Ashleigh Kenebrew- 
Portcr said. "Everyone should 
come witness the hip-hop that 
flows through our bodies," 
Eccentricity collectively said. 
Editor's Note: Eccentricity's 
next performance will be at the 
Black Student Union Fashion 
Show in late November or early 
December. 
Speech beneficial 
GLACIERS, FROM PAGE 1 
Choose to ignore it all together, 
mitigate or invest in alternative 
energy sources or adapt to the 
inevitable changes dial are to 
come. 
Though many of the scats in 
room 308 of the Union were 
occupied by students, the 
speech was open to the public 
as well. A short reception fol- 
lowed. 
"I felt Dr. Thompson's speech 
wasexhilarating," said Bernardo 
Aguiar, a freshman, business 
major. "I enjoyed die different 
charts and comparisons of sea 
level from year to year, I really 
like when the different colleges 
bring in speakers like this, it's 
beneficial." 
"1 knew a little bit about the 
topic before I came to this dis- 
cussion," said freshman, Kyle 
Mondy. "Though parts of it 
were complicated, I found it to 
be interesting and his points 




Council  did  not 
vote on re-zoning 
In yesterday's issue of The 
BG News, the headline "City 
council votes against re-zon- 
ing" misrepresented the infor- 
mation in the story. 
Bowling Green City Council 
didn't vote Monday on legisla- 
tion about the Public Library's 
parking lot, they just held die 
first of three readings on an 
ordinance for the property. A 
separate vote was made by 
Bowling Green's Planning 
Commission on Oct. 5. 
Sign up for Flux Mob, a FREE 
K.e that tells you about 
special offers and exclusives 
on Flux.com's thousands 
gtones and wallpapers. 
RlJiicom 
Ring! 
Join Flux Mob and 
' GET A FREE 
'   RINGTONE 
Text "Flux" to 44244 
to get ii coupon tor a 
free ritigtone from 
flux.com' 
I'd ties:. 
dsiets and eari 
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At last gnomes get 
their day of glory 
If you read the news as often 
as I do, you stan to real- 
ize that there are always 
ridiculous stories. Truth be told, 
if I get to a point where 1 can't 
think of anything relevant to 
write about, that's where 1 go. 
And that's what I did this week, 
when I happened to stumble 
upon a news story from merry 
ole' England. 
Apparently a group who's 
performing the play 'Snow 
White' is going to change the 
word dwarves 
to gnomes in an 
effort of greater 
political correct- 
ness. I, for one, 
think it is a good 
move to take. And 
no, I'm not being 
sarcastic at all; in 
fact, 1 think Disney 
should formally 
change the name 
of the movie, as 
well as all of their 
other movies with 
offensive titles. 
Instead of 
'Beauty and the 
Beast,' let's call 





Notre Dame,' let's 
call it 'The bell-ringer of Notre 
Dame, differently abled with 
scoliosis.' And last but not least, 
we have to change the name 
of the'little Mermaid' to'I am 
Mermaid, hear me roar.' 
But why stop there? Oianging 




first step. We need to take this 
up a notch and start looking at 
the very names of the dwarves. 
Dopey? Please, how dare they? 
He should be called Silly. Grumpy 
can be Disgruntled, and then 
that leaves Sneezy to be called 
Cocaine Addict. Or "UT student." 
I would say this 
story was unbeliev- 
able, but political cor- 
rectness never ceases 
to amaze me. Also, if 
there weren't stories 
like this, I'd be out of a 
job, so I can't pretend I 
want them to stop. 
'Dwarf is not a 
derogatory term 
— it's what they arc. It 
doesn't offend them 
to be called as such. 
Dwarves know they 
fall into the category 
of'dwarf/They're 
not walking around 
thinking they are 
actually gnomes, 
which according to 
,    Dictionary.com are 
Challenged.      "one of a fabled race 
of dwarflike creatures 
who live underground 
and guard treasure hoards." 
They get it. There are no treasure 
hoards. It's not like how a person 
can be really ugly and just live in 
utter denial about it. 
And it's the same thing with 
dwarves, except names that are 
not OK to call dwarves include: 
NOW IT CAN K TOUJI 0 MIHI JJNAn      VlNI ]<m T iwlitl 
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Squirt, Shorty, Tom Thumb, 
Pygmy, Runt or Polly Pocket. Now, 
if you've never seen me in person, 
I myself am a tad on the short 
side (but I'm feisty; one of my 
fraternity brothers Ls a bouncer at 
Sky Bar. and it's widely known I 
could take him in a fight). 
Anyway, back to my point. All 
of this PC stuff is ridiculous. We'ic 
getting to a point where not only- 
do we not say things that are 
offensive (which is fine), now 
we can't say tilings that aren't 
offensive but can be interpreted 
as offensive by people who aren't 
even in the group being offended. 
Make sense? No? (iood because 
neither docs this overseiisiiK-iiy.' 
lor a person who's not a dwarf 
to change the word dwarf is really 
the greatest insult of all. It's essen- 
tially saying, "You're not offended 
by tliis... but you should be, so 
we have to change it." It's the 
tall man keeping the shon man 
down OK, that last pan might 
have been a reach. I just wanted 
an excuse to use the phrase 
"keeping the short man down." 
People need to get over them- 
selves. Not every single thing 
that ever gets said is offensive. 
People might take something 
the wrong way and get offended 
by it; but, contrary to popular 
belief, sometimes that's the 
problem of the person who's get- 
ting offended. life is too short to 
always over-analyze and try to 
find the most neutral term that 
you can. Besides, isn't changing 
the word dwarves to gnomes 
going to offend the gnomes of 
the world? 
F.-mailJosh comments at 
jlK'iifteii't'tigsii.eriii. 
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AN EXTRA 10% 
Find More Coupons 0 thetireman.com 
FIGHT THE 
FLU! A 
% • ~^£*    Get your Flu Shot at 
V\*the Student Health Service 
AT THIS TIME ONLY HIGH RISK 
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF 
People at high risk for influenza include asthmatics, 
diabetics, immunosuppressed, and over 65. 
BEGINNING WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12 TO OCTOBER 24 
Injections given: Mon., Tue., Wed., Thur.   8 am-7 pm 
Friday   9:20 am - 4 pm 
COST: $15 
Payable ONLY by cash, check, credit card, or bursar 
MUST HAVE YOUR STUDENT ID 
Phone: (419) 372-2271 to make an APPOINTMENTfor your flu shot. 
FALCON HOCKEY IS BACK!!! 
COME SUPPORT YOUR FALCON 
HOCKEY TEAM, AS THEY BEGIN 




MAINE Off ICE 
STUDENTS FREE WITH I.D. 
Black Swamp Pub 9am - 4:30pm 
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QUOTEINQI OIK 
"When buying and selling are controlled 
by legislation, the first things to be bought 
and sold are legislators." 




STAFF FI)IT0l!IAI.0liK<;<)\ STATF L'.MVKHSITY 
Educate for responsible drinking 
I fhnVimgn drinking is iH)t ;i pn>h- 
Icin The problematic situation 
here is over-consumption —   a 
ivsull ol our society's unhcaltllN 
relationship with alcohol. 
Ovaeonumpdon can be seen 
everywhere in today's America and 
drinking is but one of die areas 
when- we sec one of its greatest 
manMaHadont 
(XlierWt'sienidemocraciesliave 
long had a more lenient attinide 
inward akohol. Many have set die 
drinkingageat Ifior 18, sometimes 
even lower or non-exisieni. 
YOU DECIDE 
Do you think the drinking 
age in this country should be 
changed? Send an e-mail to 
thenews@bgnews.com and tell 
us what you think, or post feed- 
back on our web site. 
In diose countries, parents 
often serve small amounts of 
wine or beer to their children dur- 
ing meals, and while it is legal for 
a child to drink with his parents 
in die United States, it is often 
frowned upon by a majority 
of society. 
A factor mitigating the prob- 
lems ried to underage drinking is 
that in those countries drinking is 
legal well before driving and odier 
major life milestones. 
By the time young Europeans 
arc allowed to drive they have 
been consuming alcohol with or 
without their parents for several 
years, enabling them to better 
judge its adverse effects on judge- 
ment and general motor skills. 
In the United States, people 
who drink are demonized to 
younger children and only por- 
trayed in a bad light. Instead 
of showing that the activ- 
ity can be done responsibly, 
children are exposed to grue- 
some pictures and horror sto- 
ries of drinking for the sake 
ofeducation." 
This notion only furthers a 
rebellious teenager's plight to 
rail against the norm. 
Because of this, the consump- 
tion of alcohol is often seen as a 
goal in itself. Binge drinking is a 
direct result of the necessity for 
underage drinkers to consume 
alcohol before they go out. 
In order to change this 
trend we need to educate our- 
selves and our children about 
the proper consumption 
of alcohol. 
Quality matters, too. Having 
a couple micro brews in a social 
setting is appropriate. Drinking 
a case or downing a bottle of 
hard liquor is stupid whether 
you are 16,33 or 45 years old. 
We as a society need to drop 
this remnant of prohibition era 
Puritanism and stop regarding 
alcohol consumption as evil. 
The same way parents edu- 
cate children about safe sex, 
they should teach them about 
proper alcohol consumption. 
We need to re-evaluate our stan- 
dards for what is acceptable for 
which age group. 
Why is a person allowed to 
give his life for the freedom of 
his country before we allow him 
to go out with friends for a pint? 




While I am glad that 
RGN'ews photog- 
rapher Eric Steele's 
d rea ms of becom i ng a n act ion 
photographer were realized 
Saturday afternoon. I hope he 
recognizes the cost that was 
paid for such an experience. 
During the riots an important 
building was destroyed and a 
man's home was lost. The build- 
ing, )im & Ion's Bar, was not just 
a significant cultural meeting 
place; it was also the home of 
the owner, my great-uncle, I-ou 
Ratajski. Jim & Lou's Bar was a 
political stopping point for many 
candidates throughout the years, 
including Jimmy Carter and 
lohn (llenn. Its owner, Lou, lived 
above it for almost 50 years. 
My problem does not lie with 
Mr. Steele, but 1 can hardly agree 
with his claims that the officers' 
response was "a little excessive." 
I am less concerned with why 
the police used the force they 
did. than with the lack of effec- 
tive control of the rioters. 
Toledo Police ( Jiief Mike 
Navarre claimed that the extra 
150 officers on duty prepared 
them for the event. I lowever, 
these 150 officers did little to 
stop the looting and torch- 
ing of my grcat-unclc's home. 
Horrified, I watched Saturday 
afternoon as the rioters took the 
time lo Shoot off the kick to my 
great-uncles home, loot it, and 
set die building on fire. Where 
were the 150 officers during diis 
time? If the Toledo Police were 
so prepared, why was the looting 
and torching of my great-uncle's 
home allowed to happen? 
I am not trying to claim that I 
know the steps that should have 
been taken to prevent the riot- 
ing on Saturday, but it is hard to 
think of the officers' actions as 
being "excessive" when so little 
control was exercised on the 
rioters. I hope that while Mr, 
Steele enjoys taking photographs 
of "war and conflict," he rcmem- 
liers the victims and loss that are 








Danielle Winters, your 
happy-go-lucky, let's all 
just get along views have 
absolutely no conjunction with 
the reality of this country. We 
are dealing with serious racial 
issues here and t here is no cut 
and dry constitutional remedy. 
Racism is still deeply 
entrenched in our society and 
it's our continued ignorance of it, 
and refusal to accept it that has 
contributed to the social stagna- 
tion across racial lines today. 
The truth is, the first amend- 
ment rights dial we hide behind 
as the last vestige of freedom is 
this country weren't hurt by the 
Patriot Act as many liberals claim, 
because they were never truly 
applied to die entirety of this 
nation in die first place 
If the Black Panther Party 
were still an active force today, 
(the main reason they aren't 
being the lack of constitutional 
protection they were alfordcdl 
they would never be allowed 
to march through a wealthy all 
white neighborhood. This is a 
hypothetical situation but history 
proves its accuracy. As a group 
built simply for die empower- 
ment of their people, they fell 
prey to unprecedented FBI inter- 
rogation and assassination. 
Ihe long list of grievances 
brought against the Party were 
diere programs offering free 
breakfast to school children, 
free medical centers, and door 
to door health services in their 
communities. By 1970 a large 
number of Panther leaders and 
affiliates had been murdered by 
FBI and local police forces. 
By comparison, the Ku Klux 
Man, a group that has openly ter- 
rorized and murdered people of 
color in this country since 1956, 
has been allowed to demonstrate 
and rally as they please and have- 
never fallen prey to the levels of 
abuse and harassment. 
The Panthers and other minor- 
ity based civil action groups have 
dealt with having their leaders 
meet the bloody fate destined for 
nearly every African American 
leader diis country has known. 
The point is, our constitutional 
rights have never applied to 
everyone, in every situation no 
matter what our high school his- 
tory teachers have tried to tell 
us. If we ever want to elevate our 
society, no message of hatred can 
be tolerated. 
It is shocking to me that so 
many can see people acting in 
the streets and then see cops in 
full riot gear, and relate easier 
to the police. To call the rioters 
out of line is ludicrous. Nazis 
showed up in their neighbor- 
hood! Their plan was simply to 
march, but I've had a hand rime 
believing Nazi's ever since they 
promised my people free 
showers back in die 40s. 
We are talking about an 
organization that killed over six 
million lews and others deemed 
unfit. If they show up in my 
neighborhewd you better believe 
I'm taking it seriously. 
While they may not be truly 
connected with the Nazi Party 
led by Adolf Hitler, they chose 
this name for themselves and 
arc dierefore asking for the asso- 
ciation. Criticizing the rioters 
actions is a good example of a 
mind set prevalent in our society 
of blaming the victims and not 
the true oppressors. 
There was a time in our his- 
tory closer than we like to admit 
when our enslaved African 
brothers and sisters were taught 
and shown that if they acted 
upon the injustices forced upon 
them, they would be whipped, 
beaten and killed. 
By 2005, we've taken the blood 
left on our whips and belts and 
used it as our ink and type for our 
newspapers and the film in our 
news cameras. It is reinforced by 
the way we leani about leaders, 
such as Nat Turner. People of 
color cannot be condemned for 
their outrage; the media must be 
condemned for portraying their 
outrage as unjust. 
Most people seem to be aware 
mat our media is biased and 
racist. Telling those victimized 
by racist media depictions to 
water down their emotions and 
adapt to appease the masses is 
no answer. 
Danielle, there is no justifica- 
tion for Nazi presence in this 
country. There is no justification 
for the social and economic 
oppression that pervades this 
American society. 
All is not well in this land. The 
sooners we see the harsh reality 
we've created through our own 
inaction, the sooner we can 
begin to change. 
Send comments to Corey Baum at 
coreyb@bgsu.edu 
ON THE STREET 





"I love the care bears 
because they heal 






they re beautiful 











"1 like trolls because, 
despite their nega- 
tive connotation, they 
have good hearts and 
you can rub their bel- 
lies for good luck." 
Policy mistakes 
no longer funny 
r ' t's so exciting when a new record is about to be set! I mean, last year was 
so great because of Peyton 
Manning's single-season record 
for touchdown passes. But that's 
only the beginning. 
It's always national news 
when the oldest living person 
dies, bringing on the exciting 
search for the new tide-holder. 
And nobody would have cared 
about 1997 if it hadn't played 
host to the record-breaking box- 
office success of Titanic. Records 
are just plain fun. 
I.ook at those of us in the 
western hemisphere: With the 
naming of Hurricane Wilma, 
we have tied not one, but two 
records! As the CNN headline 
proudly told me, "Wtlma ties 
record as 12th hurricane in 
a season." 
Wow! That plucky leader of 
24-hour news also noted, "So far 
this season there have been 21 
named storms, tying 
a record set in 1933." 
Can you believe 
it? Only one storm 
away from a record! 
But I get ahead 
of myself. With 
Hurricane Wtlma 
still twirling through 
the Atlantic, possibly 
heading for Florida, 
maybe this year's 
hurricanes aren't 
the best topic for 
humor. Then again, 
there's the thought 
that no matter how 
had Will nag.'is. at 
least we know the 
government won't 
screw it up as bad as 
they did Katrina 
Not that we need 
another reminder 
of how much 
Uhey screwed it up. Thankfully, 
Reuters news service served up 
such a reminder on Monday. 
See, when Katrina visited our 
southern shores, our govern- 
ment asked foreign nations 
for food donations. One of the 
biggest and quickest responses 
came from our good pals, Great 
Britain. They sent over 300,000 
meals-ready-to-eat (MREs) right 
away. 1 think they even added 
a "pip pip, cheerio" for 
good measure. 
Now that Katrina has left, and 
we're working on clean-up, we 
have a few of these MREs left in 
a little Rock warehouse. How 
many is a few? Every last one of 
them. And a few from Germany, 
Russia. Spain, and France, too. 
You see, we still have a ban on 
British beef products. It's that 
(1) J. MICHAEL BESTUL Opinion Columnist 
whole "Mad Cow" thing, where 
cattle were fed the ground up 
leftovers from other cattle along 
with their regular feed. The 
result of which is that infected 
canle waste away from ihe bad 
proteins they ingested from the 
previous mad cow. 
For all the hullabaloo, nobody 
really knows if it can be trans- 
mitted to humans. Though the 
answer is "probably," we still 
don't have a precise answer to if 
or how. 
Despite this, we've still got a 
ban on British beef. For some 
reason, I'm willing to bet that 
a few Katrina victims wouldn't 
have erred on the side of a 
decent meal, rather than 
scientific improbabilities. 
But, hey, our gov- 
ernment is dedicat- 
ed to preventing an 
outbreak that may 
never occur. More 
powertothem.lt 
weakens their posi- 
tion, though, when 
they then decide 
that the best thing 
to do (rather than 
returning the MREs) 
is to donate these 
donations to third- 
world countries. 
Though it's a nice 
gesture, isn't it a 
strange message? Hi, 
how are you doing, 
these hundreds of 
thousands of meals 
weren't even fit for 
our poor and hungry, 
maybe your poor 
and hungry would 
want them? 
Honestly, once the govern- 
ment asked for help, and 
decided it couldn't use it, the 
table was set for an impos- 
sible situadon. 
It's a dark sense of humor 
that takes the terrible images of 
people starving, cramped, and 
dying from Katrina, and juxta- 
poses it with the image of over 
300,000 MREs sitting in a ware- 
house, uneaten. 
But humor isn't always polite 
and escapist; sometimes it's 
visceral, especially if diere's a 
measure of truth. 
But why think on that? 
Remember, we're on the way 
to setting a new record! 
Send comments to /. Michael 
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ENCLAVE ENCORE 
Phase II being built to answer high demand! 
The Enclave Apartments have filled up so quickly the last two scars that 
they an- building more apartments to keep up with tin- demand. The new 
property will have all lour bedroom, lour bathroom apartment homes. Pre- 
leaaing has been ongoing for laH of 2006 for IRMII communities. The new 
community will be located directly behind the existing community at 906 
Klotz Rd. 
The new property will boast a resort style pool. twuj.uu//iN. one of which 
will IM' open year round, three high pressure tanning domes, computer lab, 
a huge fitness center, a twt nty-lour hour activities room with Playstation, X- 
Box and a cozy fireplace as well as a basketball court. 
The apartment homes will all be completely furnished with .1 big MUCH 
television, internet hookup in even,' bedroom as well as the living room to 
hookup game systems, dishwasher, ranisc refrigerator, microwave, and lull- 
size washer and dryer. 
Molly Reinhart community manager said, "I am really excited about the 
community! We intend to treat the two communities as one large community 
once construction is complete which will mean double the amenities and 
double the fun for our residents. The big icreen televisions and private bath 
for each resident has been in high demand so we are happy to finally be able 
to meet that demand!" 
To help maximize your living experience at The Enclave, the professional 
management staff offers a roommate matching program and 24-hour 
maintenance.    Utilities included with the apartment will he Hash, internet. 
water and sewage. Bedrooms are leased individually with their own private 
bedroom door locks! No more worrying about your roommates sticking 
you with charges! The monthly rental installment is S350.00 including 
furniture. 
The office is open Monday through Friday from 8:30AM until 7:00PM, 
Saturday from 10:00AM until 4:00PM. and Sunday from 12:00PM until 
4:00PM. 





NEW 4 Bedroom 4 Bath Apartment Layout 
COLLEGE LIVING DOESN'T GET BETTER THAN THIS... 
THE ENCLAVE APARTMENTS 
• Washer and dryer in every apartment home 
• Individual leasing by the bedroom 
• Furnished apartments available 
• Resort style pool and hot tub 
• 24-hour computer lab 
• 24-hour fitness center 
• Microwaves and dishwashers in every apartment 
• Basketball & sand volleyball courts 
• 24-hour billiards room 
• 24-hour emergency maintenance 
• On site management 
• Free internet in every bedroom 
• Free ultra bulb tanning dome 
• On the BGSU shuttle route 
• 24-hour game room with X-box & PS2 
THE ENCLAVE II APARTMENTS 
All the same great amenities above plus  
• Year round hot tub 
• 24-hour activity room with fireplace, X-box and PS2 
• Four bedroom Four bath apartment homes 
• Big Screen television in every apartment 
• Internet port next to television in LR 
--*►* 
419-353-5100 
906 Klotz Rd. (Office at 706 Napoleon Rd.) 




THE  BG  HENS 
Basketball officials 
classes to be held 
The Wood County Basketball 
Officials Association will be 
offering classes to become a cer- 
tified Ohio High School Athletic 
Association Basketball Official. 
Classes begin Tuesday, Nov. 8 
at 6 p.m. at the Bowling Green 
High School cafeteria. 
The classes are $90. 
For more information contact 
Richard Browne at (419) 872- 
8682. 
Mayberry third Falcon 
named defensive POW 
Senior Terrill Mayberry 
was named Mid-American 
Conference East Division 
Player of the Week after helping 
the Falcons to a 27-7 win over 
Buffalo on Saturday. He had two 
interceptions, a forced fumble, 
as well as eight tackles and a pass 
deflection. 
Mayberry is the third con- 
secutive Falcon to capture 
Defensive Player of the Week 






BASKETBALL LEBRON JAMES RELEASED FROM HOSPITAL. PAGE 7 
Sports Editor 
The best thing about being a 
Detroit Tigers fan (yes, there are 
some good things) is that once 
the playoffs roll around I am 
able to root for a different team 
pretty much every year, based 
on which storyline 1 find the 
most compelling. 
With the remarkable parity in 
the league there are new teams 
and new stories every season 
that I just can't get enough of. 
This post season has definitely 
not disappointed. 
The Chicago White Sox. a team 
that just a month ago looked like 
it was going to suffer through a 
historic collapse and not make 
the playoffs. 
They also haven't reached 
theWferld Series since 1959 and 
haven't won it since 1917. 
Then of course there are the 
two national league contenders 
— the Cardinals and the Astros. 
The Cardinals are playing their 
final year in Busch Stadium, and 
it would be nice to see the place 
go out in style. 
They also feature a player that 
has a reasonable chance to go 
down as one of the best players 
ever to put on a uniform in first 
baseman Albert Pujols. 
He is complimented by play- 
ers like Reggie Sanders and 
David Eckstein who might not 
have superstar talent but never 
let up throughout any season. 
However, I can't but help but 
root for the Houston Astros. 
They are the best baseball 
story of 2005. 
You have a team that was at 
one time 15 games under .500 
this season and left for dead 
after a mass exodus of offensive 
firepower in Carios Beltran and 
left Kent. 
Both players left for greener 
pastures (read more money 
and no playoff appearance) 
for the Mets and Dodgers 
respectively. 
Now thanks to the contri- 
butions of players like Wily 
Tavarasand Morgan Ensburg 
the Astros are one win away 
from a World Series birth. 
And how about the pitching 
staff? 
I am in awe of what Roger 
Clemens has been able to due 
all season and I would love for 
him to walk away from the game 
after this season as a champion. 
Not to mention the contribu- 
tion of his close friend — and 
oft injured teammate — Andy 
Petttite. 
When Roy Oswalt can reason- 
ably be called your third best 
starter then you obviously have 
one formidable rotation. 
And then of course you have 
one of the premiere closers in 






BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
New BG fan dub/The 
Flock' takes flight 
MikeMetzger BGNews 
FEAR THE FLOCK: Kyle Johnstone and Ashley Baker from Athletic 
Marketing and Promotions hold up the official Flock T-shirt. 
University begins 
new club to engage, 
energize students 
By Kevin ShtelrJs 
REPORTER 
There are few other ways for 
a university to create a more 
intimidating atmosphere at 
sporting events than by starting 
a fan club. 
Seeing students in a big section 
of the stadium or arena jumping 
around and yelling out chants, 
creating a sea of their team's 
colors has proven to create an 
uninviting atmosphere for many 
schools year after year. 
At Duke they have the 
"Cameron Crazies," at Texas A & 
M they have the "Twelfth Man" 
and at Michigan State they have 
the "Comer Blitz" — all fan clubs 
with years and years of tradition 
that continue to grow stronger 
with support each year. 
Now it is BG's turn to do the 
same thing. 
Startingthisfall, BGSl) students 
will be given the opportunity to 
become part of the nation's new- 
est fan club,"TheFlock." 
The club is a creation of the 
BG Athletic Marketing Office that 
looks to start a fan club similar to 
that of other college athletic fan 
clubs around the country. 
"It's not that we want to create 
this fan club," Assistant Athletic 
Director of Corporate Relations 
Jason Horn said. "It's that we want 
to expand on what we already 
got. It's a way for us to do some 
outreach and create some pro- 
gramming for students that want 
to be involved to have that extra- 
special step taken." 
lust $ 15 dollars buys a one year 
membership into "The Flock" 
where members receive a club 
T-shirt. Falcon e-newsletters, a 
membership card, invitation 
to the club's tailgate party and 
opportunities to win tickets to 
all the big sporting events like 
the Mid-American Conference 
Tournament. 
Another benefit club members 
will receive is priority seating as 
the athletic events will open their 
gates at a set time prior to open- 
ing them up to the students and 
to the public. 
"This doesn't mean that other 
people won't have the opportu- 
FLOCK MEMBERSHIP 
BENEFITS INCLUDE 
■ Opportunity tor priority 
student seating at all home 
athletic events 
■ Fan club T-shirt 
■ Falcon e-newsletter 
■ Membership card 
■ Special club giveaways 
■ Invitation to fan club tail- 
gate party 
■ Opportunities to win tick- 
ets to away games, MAC 
Tournament games and foot- 
ball bowl games 
nity to get great seats," Horn said. 
"This is just something special 
that we are doing for those peo- 
ple who really show that support 
of athletics where members of 
"The Flock" will get stand in this 
FLOCK.PAGE 7 
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 
Falcons finish second at Falcon Invitational 
Despite many good 
individual times, BG 
can't overcome UT 
By Jessica Ameiig 
SP0RIS REPORTER 
Although the women's cross 
country team delivered a 
strong effort that included 
many personal best times, the 
Toledo Rockets claimed the 
top place at Saturday's Falcon 
Invitational. 
BG finished second in a field 
that also included Central 
Michigan, Detroit Mercy, 
Wright State and Cleveland 
State. 
Toledo claimed the top two 
individual places while Jamie 
Roflow led the Falcons with her 
third place finish in 17:31. UT's 
Ebba Stcnback won the meet in 
17:20 and teammate Dagmara 
Iland/.lik was second with a 
time of 17:21. 
"I would have liked to lower 
my time and obviously I want- 
ed to pass the two Toledo girls," 
Roflow said. "Every point mat- 
ters for the team." 
This was the first time this 
season Roflow or the Falcons 
have lost on their home course. 
However, if you're going to go 
down, it's always better to say 
you went down to the best. 
"I expected |UT| to be tough 
and well rested, they had not 
raced since Sept. 24," coach 
Cami Wells said. "They are cer- 
tainly the favorite to win the 
conference meet." 
Stephanie Hillman cruised 
to a fourth place finish in 17:50, 
breaking 18 minutes for the 
first time in her career. 
SIM Phi ram BG New 
SETTING THE PACE: Jamie Roflow (center) set the pace for the Falcons, finishing third overall with a time of 17:31 followed by Stephanie Hillman 
in fourth with a time of 17:50. The coach said the Falcons proved their worth by keeping pace with the skilled University of Toledo squad. 
"1 closed the gap a little 
between Jamie and I, and I beat 
every Toledo gi rl t hat was in my 
reach, which helped me get a 
PR (personal recordl," Hillman 
said. "Mostly 1 just wanted 
revenge for a not-so-good All- 
Ohio race, and I was happy to 
do my part for the team." 
Kara Butler, freshman, 
crossed the Finish line next, 
Finishing 15th in 18:34. Kim 
Settle placed 17th in 18:43 and 
Colleen  Moran,  both  fresh- 
men, rounded out the top five 
scoring runners for BG by plac- 
ing 22nd at 19:02. 
"The freshmen have really 
stepped up and helped us this 
season," Wells said. "Kara ran 
great on Saturday and really 
kept us in the team race and 
Colleen had her best race of 
the year." 
Bridget Dalic finished 23rd 
in 19:03, Andrea Pollack was 
CROSS COUNTRY, PAGE 7 
NTXPs Wolfe and Harris out of game against EMU 
Wolfe may miss rest of 
season, Adrian Davis 
will start in his place 
By Nathan Lmdquist 
U-WIRE 
DEKALB, 111. — NIU football 
coach Joe Novak is thankful for 
his depth at running back right 
about now. 
Starting junior running back 
Ganett Wolfe and senior backup 
AJ. Harris both suffered inju- 
ries in Saturday's game versus 
Eastern Michigan that will likely 
keep both out of this week's road 
contest at Kent State. 
Wolfe tallied 161 yards on 
22 carries and a touchdown 
when he suffered a knee injury 
widi four minutes remaining 
in the third quarter. The junior 
remained on the turf after the 
play and was helped off the field 
by trainers. 
Novak said Wolfe is out indefi- 
nitely, for a minimum of one 
to two weeks and a maximum 
of the whole season. The exact 
diagnosis is not yet known, but 
Wolfe will probably receive an 
Mill on his left knee later this 
week when the swelling goes 
down. 
Harris left the field with a 
shoulder injury in the fourth 
quarter. He is listed as very ques- 
tionable and will likely not play 
at Kent State. 
Taking over as the interim 
starter will be third-string back 
Adrian Davis. The senior entered 
the game in the fourth quarter 
for Harris and accounted for 73 
of the Huskies' 330 rush yards. 
Freshman Montetl Clanton will 
also get some carries as Davis' 
primary backup. 
"I think Adrian is very capa- 
ble," Novak said. "I'm excited for 
Montell to get some looks. 1 wish 
it wasn't under these circum- 
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CC holds own against UT 
CROSS COUNTRY, FROM PAGE 6 
24th in 19:04 and Caroline 
Kipchaba placed 26th in 19:11. 
This was the second match- 
up between the 1-75 rivals, 
with BG winning the first at a 
dual meet at the beginning of 
the season. But UT didn't run 
two of their athletes the first 
time, including meet champion 
Stenback. 
"I am not going to speculate 
on why t he UT coach does what 
he does," Wells said about his 
strategy. 
The next time the Falcons 
don their spikes will be for the 
MAC Championship on Oct. 
29. Despite losing to UT, the 
Falcon's said their performance 
this week boosted their confi- 
dence heading into the meet. 
"We know that we are one 
of the top teams in the MAC 
because Toledo is clearly top- 
notch, and we can hang with 
them," llillman said. "We still 
believe that with a bit of time to 
rest up we will be able to beat 
Toledo at MACs." 
In the week and a half lead- 
ing up to the league champion- 
ships, the athlete's main priority 
will be remaining healthy. 
Pollack, who is normally the 
Falcon's No. 3 runner, is cur- 
rently fighting a viral infection 
which may have caused her 
slower time on Saturday. 
"I was not aware that Andrea 
was ill before the race and she 
didn't want to let the team 
down so she raced when she 
shouldn't have," Wells said. 
However, just as they have 
all season, the Falcons will 
be ready to step up when the 
time comes. 
"As we continue to train for 
MACs, our team knows that 
we are in top contention for 
a top three place," Dalic said, 
"tach week our team has been 
closing up gaps, little by little, 
and when someone's not run- 
ning up to par because of an 
illness, there is always another 
person to step it up and fill 
in the gaps." 
Flock modeled on similar clubs 
FLOCK, FROM PAGE 6 
line versus the other line and get 
to come in first." 
last season the student atten- 
dance average at Doyt L Perry 
Stadium was 6,319. It was deter- 
mined from research that the 
big reason for low student atten- 
dance was mostly due to the 
lack of students feeling a part of 
university athletics. 
"One of the things from some 
research that I read from our old 
marketing regime was that stu- 
dents weren't feeling engaged 
enough," Horn said. "And this is 
a way for us to engage students 
that want to be engaged." 
To figure out how to get stu- 
dents engaged with the fan 
club the new athletic mar- 
keting department did some 
research of their own. This 
included making many phone 
calls to other athletic depart- 
ments around the country, 
that have also had to start fan 
clubs from scratch. 
"Wc spent a lot of time 
researching what other uni- 
versities do," Ticket Sales and 
Marketing representative Ashley 
Baker said. "This included other 
universities that are similar to 
our size and some larger uni- 
versities. We then took a group 
of students as a focus group and 
ran some ideas by them and had 
them give us their input." 
All the proceeds from mem- 
bership fees will go toward 
keeping the fan club self-sup- 
ported. No funds will be taken 
away from other athletic pro- 
grams to fund the fan club and 
none of the fees will go toward 
athletic projects like the new 
Sebo Athletic Center. 
"We wanted to make the 
program something that was 
fiscally responsible," Horn 
said. "We didn't want to make 
it something that was outra- 
geous and have something 
that would cut into our normal 
athletic budget." 
So far student interest in the 
program is unknown as mem- 
bership forms are just being 
mailed out, but there has been 
a lot of positive talk about it on 
Web sites. Fans on the Web site 
Ay-Ziggy-Zoomba.com    have 
been debating whether the pro- 
gram will work or not and so 
far their responses have shown 
favoritism toward what the pro- 
gram can offer. 
Jacob Gill, sophomore, is one 
student in favor of the program 
and he feels the athletic depart- 
ment has made a big advance- 
ment towards making those dis- 
engaged students on campus 
feel more engaged. 
"This club will give the fans 
something to be a part of instead 
of just showing up," he said. 
"Most of the people I've talked 
to feel the university should 
have a group so it's good to see 
that the university has gotten 
something started. It'll give the 
team something to look forward 
to seeing hopefully large groups 
of fans that are students instead 
of parents." 
Membership to the club 
can be paid for using student 
bursar accounts or any other 
means of pay. For more infor- 
mation on the club you can 
contact the marketing office at 
(419) 372-4376 or go online to 
www.bgsu falcons.com. 
Huskies defense 
steps up against EMU 
WOLFE, FROM PAGE 6 
stances. You don't lose a Garrett 
Wolfe and an A.). Harris and say 
it doesn't affect you." 
With freshman right end Larry 
English nursing a balky shoulder 
during the week, fellow fresh- 
man Craig Ftusch earned the 
start against Eastern Michigan. 
While English was a game-time 
decision, Novak said he was not 
100 percent and he elected to 
start Rusch. 
In only his second collegiate 
game, Rusch filled in admirably 
with four tackles, a forced fumble 
and his first sack. 
English will probably be avail- 
able to start Saturday at Kent 
State, but Novak was pleased 
with Rusch's performance and 
said it makes for good 
starter competition. 
Sophomore nose tackle Adam 
Schroeder will miss the rest 
of the season after undergo- 
ing back surgery Oct. 3. In four 
games this season, Schroeder 
tallied seven tackles, a forced 
fumble and one sack. 
It took six games, but the NIU 
secondary finally recorded an 
interception. Junior cornerback 
Alvah Hansbro recorded his first 
career pick by intercepting EMU 
quarterback Matt Bohnet with 
nine minutes left in the third 
quarter at the NIU 26-yard line. 
His twin brother Adriel also 
got into the act with a critical 
fourth-quarter pass deflection 
in the end zone on a fourth- 
down play by EMU. The pass 
was intended for junior wide 
receiver Eric Deslauriers, who 
was coming down with the ball 
but had it stripped by Hansbro. 
With only their second inter- 
ception of the season, the 
I luskies are projected to get four 
picks on the season after com- 
piling 13 as a unit last year. 
After surrendering more than 
400 yards in three previous 
games this season, the much 
maligned NIU defense allowed 
only 178 yards of total offense 
to EMU. 
Their previous best was 205 
yards against Tennessee Tech. 
The NIU defense surrenders 228 
yards and 12.7 points per game 
at home, compared with 491.3 
yards and 39.7 points per game 
on the road. 
Astros 
deserve to 
go to WS 
ASTROS,FROM PAGE 6 
the gopher ball he served 
up to Pujols on 
Monday night. 
There arc also the killer 
Bs—Jeff Bagwell and Craig 
Biggio—who deserve to 
walk away, like Clemens, 
with a championship. 
Of course, Biggio has 
already signed a one year 
contract extension, but 
it would be an absolute 
shame for him to walk 
away from this game with- 
out a ring. 
It is amazing tli.it this 
aging team has been able to 
stay healthy and productive 
enough to lie on the door- 
step of a championship. 
It is now or never for 
these guys. 
I am hoping that it 
is now. 
LeBron ready to play 
James upgraded to 
questionable, plans to 
play against Grizzlies 
CLEVELAND (AP) — LeBron 
James was upgraded to question- 
able on Cleveland's injury report, 
and the Cavaliers star forward 
said he'll try to play in today's 
exhibition game against the 
Memphis Grizzlies. 
lames was hospitalized for 
two days last week with pleurisy, 
a virus that caused severe pain 
in his chest. 1 le practiced for the 
second straight day yesterday and 
said he's feeling well enough that 
he'll try to play in the Cavs' fifth 
preseason game. 
"I want to get out there with my 
teammates and see how it goes," 
lames said following practice. "I'll 
play as many minutes as I can or 
as many minutes as coach Alike 
Brown] will allow me." 
James spent two nights in the 
Cleveland Clinic last week while 
doctors tried to determine what 
was causing the pain in his chest 
that developed the morning 
after the club's exhibition opener 
in Washington 
The third-year All-Star has 
missed Cleveland's previous three 
games while recovering 
"I'm 90 percent better than I was 
last week, but I'm not where I want 
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GET WELL SOON: A Cleveland Ian wishes James well during the second 
half against the Philadelphia 76ers. They defeated Cleveland 100-98. 
James was listed as doubt- 
ful (unlikely |o play) on 
Monday before the Cavs 
said he was upgraded to 
questionable (50-50 chance 
of playing) following yester- 
day's workout  at Quicken 
Loans Arena. 
The Cavs have four more 
exhibition games before they 
open the season on Nov. 2 
against New Orleans. 
BALCO founder, Victor Conte, 
sentenced to eight months 
By David Kravets 
IKE ASS0CIHIED PRESS 
SAN FRANCISCO — Victor 
Conte was sentenced to eight 
months yesterday as part of a 
plea deal for his role as master- 
mind behind a scheme to pro- 
vide professional athletes with 
undetectablc performance- 
enhandng drugs. 
Conte will spend four months 
in prison and four months in 
home confinement in the deal 
negotiated with federal prose- 
cutors. Two of the three remain- 
ing defendants in the case were 
expected to be sentenced later 
in the day. 
Conte started the Bay Area 
Laboratory Co-Operative, which 
court records show counted 
dozens of prominent athletes 
among its clients, including 
Barry Bonds, lason Giambi, 
Marion Jones and others. Tile 
case prompted pro sports to 
stiffen steroid policies and 
thrust performance-enhancing 
drugs into the spotlight. THG, a 
once-unknown steroid discov- 
ered in the investigation, is now 
banned throughout sports. 
Conte pleaded guilty in July to 
money laundering and a steroid 
distribution charge: dozens of 
counts were dropped. 
lames Valente. BALCO's vice 
president, was expected to get 
probation at yesterday's hear- 
ing after pleading guilty to 
reduced charges of steroid dis- 
tribution. Greg Anderson, Barry 
Paul Sakuma APPIwto 
BALCO BUSTED: Victor Conte addresses reporters after being sentenced 
to eight months for his part in the steroids for athletes case. 
Bonds' trainer, was expected 
to get up to six months yes- 
terday after pleading guilty to 
money laundering and a steroid 
distribution charge. 
U.S. Attorney Kevin Hyan in 
San Francisco has said the plea 
deals were spurred in part by 
weak steroid laws and by t he fact 
that some of the chemicals were 
not banned at the time. 
Track coach Remi Korchemny 
is expected to get probation at a 
later sentencing date. 
Still, authorities are now 
taking aim at the alleged 
BALCO suppliers. 
Last month, the authori- 
ties raided a laboratory in 
Champaign, III., headed by 
Patrick Arnold, who's known for 
introducing the steroid precur- 
sor androstenedione to the U.S. 
Andro came to public attention 
In 1998 when St. Louis Cardinals 
slugger Mark McGwire said he 
used it when breaking baseball's 
home run record. 
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BOOKS ARE HERE! 
Off-Campus Students 
Pick Yours Up Today! 
! 
***} - 
® i    THE   INFORMATION   DESK 
j         Bowen-Thompson 
Jgg ̂ S£S Student Union ...and don't miss the valuable coupons inside! 
Mad Swamp Pub 9am - 4:30pm 
8 19. October, 2005 WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
Inflation push stocks down 
By Michael I Martinez 
IHC ASSOCHliO PRfSS 
NBV YORK - Wall Street's 
chronic inflation fears sent stocks 
skidding yesterday as a sharp 
jump in wholesale prices over- 
shadowed strong profit reports 
from several Doiv Jones industri- 
als. I leavy selling in the energy 
sector also pressured the major 
indexes. 
Helter-than-expecled earnings 
from Johnson & lohnson, IBM 
Corp. and United Technologies 
Corp. MR overlooked hy inves- 
tors preoccupied by the big- 
gest increase in the I ahoi 
Department's Producer Price 
Index in 15 years. Ihe PP1. which 
measures prices at the whole- 
sale level, rose 1.9 percent in 
September on high energy and 
food costs. With those costs 
removed, core'' PPI rose 03 per 
cent, still higher than the 0.2 per- 
cent expected on Wall Street. 
While a drop in cnide oil 
futures may have mitigated those 
inflation concerns, they may have 
also contributed to a sharp selloff 
in oil stocks, most notably Dow 
component IAXOII Mobil G>rp. 
A barrel of light cnide settled at 
$6X20, down SI.66, on the New 
York Mercantile Kxchange. 
Aside from the energy sec- 
tor, analysts said, the selling 
was relatively moderate, and 
that many investors seemed 
to be standing pat, rather than 
selling off completely. 
"It's not that people are say- 
ing, 'get me out of this mar- 
ket, but there's enough head- 
winds out there that makes it 
tough to say, 'I want to own 
this market,'' said lay Suskind, 
head trader at Ryan Heck & Co. 
"There's stocks to buy. there's 
sectors to buy. there's news 
everyday. But it's hard to jump 
in here right now with a lot 
of money." 
The Dow fell 62.84, or 0.61 
percent, to 10.285.26. 
Broader stock indica- 
tors also lost ground. The 
Standard & Poor's 500 index 
dropped 11.96, or 1.01 per- 
cent, to 1,178.14, and the 
Nasdaq composite index 
dropped 14.30. or 0.69 per- 
cent, to 2,056.00. 
Bonds edged higher as 
stocks fell, with the yield on 
the 10-year Treasury note 
falling to 4.48 percent from 
4.50 percent late Monday. 
The dollar rose against most 
major currencies, while gold 
prices fell. 
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Travel 
"#1 Spring Break Website! Low 
Prices guaranteed Book 11 people, 
get 12th trip tree' Group discounts 
fore* www. SpringBreakDIscounts 
com or www.LeisureTours.com  >• 
800-838-8202 
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK 
CELEBRITY CRUISE! 
5 Days From $299' Includes Meals. 
Taxes. Entry To Exclusive MTVu 
Events, Beacn Parties With Celebri- 
ties As Seen On Real World. Road 




CANCUN. ACAPULCO. JAMAICA 
From $499! Travel With America's 
Largest & Ethics Award Winning 
Spring Break Company1 Fly Sched- 
uled Airlines. Free Meals. Drinks. 
Biggest Celebrity Parties' On-Cam- 
pus Marketing Reps Needed! 
promocode 31 
www. Spnng BreakTra vel. com 
1-800-678-6386 
Spring Break 06 Don! Get Left dri 
Now Hinng Reps Organize Small 
Group & Travel Free' Book Early 
Save Big $SS Free Meals Best 
Flights www sunsplashtours.com 
1.800 426 7710 
Personals 
Chicken & Cheese Stuffed with 
Ranch Guess who & Guess where? 
325-9638 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: 
MEN'S 8. WOMEN'S CROSS 
COUNTRY MEET-OCT. 19 
Paghais Pizza or Campus Pollyeyes 
too many choices. 
Help Wanted 
Bowling Green Physical Therapy is 
seeking a PT aquatics exercise in- 
structor to teach classes midday 
Previous water exercise and fitness 
background necessary Please con- 
tact Leah or Beth at 352-2228. 
(BARTENDING! up to S300/day No 
exp necessary. Training provided 
Call 800-965-6520 ext  174. 
ftyrf Dinner^ 
cTpeemw 
<r /'try "(/■/////■ srfi/y 
Roast Pork Loin 
9 Mashed ftumii Uravy. Coleslaw, 
Vegetable and (Ambroid Stuffing. 
♦ From 4 pm until 9 pm * 
In Downtown BowlinK Orel 
Smoking 8 Non-Smoking 
Dining Roonu 
In recent weeks, red officials 
have expressed concern over 
rising oil prices, hoth in terms 
of fueling inflation and ham- 
pering economic growth. Fed 
Chairman .Man Greenspan, in 
Tokyo for a speech Tuesday, said 
the jump in energy prices "will 
undoubtedly lx' a drag Ion the 
economy) from now on." 
With wholesale prices rising, the 
fed is likely to continue to raise 
rates through the end of the year, 
according to 1 high Inhnsnn, chair- 
man ami chief investment officer 
at lohnson lllington Advisors. 
I he tear in the marketplace is 
that the!«! is going to he seduced 
by tills inflation data into raising 
i. Hi-, too high." lohnson said. "And 
while earnings arc good right now. 
earnings won't lie good in 2006 if 
rates go too high." 
Strong profits at Dow com- 
ponent lohnson fc lohnson 
led a steady stream of positive 
earnings reports, though the 
market appeared somewhat 
unreceptive. Ihe healthcare 
conglomerate saw a 12 per- 
cent jump in profits, led by 
higher medical device sales, 
lohnson & lohnson, which 
beat Wall Street profit forecasts 





Deck clerk needed 2 nights/ wk 
midnight to Sam. S6' hr Please stop 
in at Buckeye Inn & Studios. 
1740 E Wooster to apply 352-1520 
Get paid to think 
Make S75 taking on tine surveys. 
www.moneyauthor.com 
Local Fortune 500 company now 
hiring FT/ PT permment positions. 
Men & women start immed. 
Are you earning $600/ wk' If not call 
now tor interview. 419-354-2069. 
Part tlm« Wifhnuai MalpI 
GreenLine Foods, Inc located in BG 
is seeking pan: time warehouse help 
from Nov 1 through the first of the 
year. Will work with school sched- 
ule, some weekends required. It in- 
terested please call Jill at 419-354- 
1149 or complete an application at 
12700 S Dixie Hwy Bowling Green, 
OH 43402 E.O.E. 
Tutor needed 2/3 days wkly. for 
3rd & 6th graders in our BG home. 
Tutor experience or elem. ed major 
preferred. Must be avail. Mon. thru 
Wed. 4 to 7pm If interested call 
Heather 419-206-1327 
For Sale 
85 Toyota Camry, Order. 4 DR. Au- 
to. Runs Perfect. Dependable. $850 
419-354-1669 
Cedar Point Tickets For Sate 
3 tickets available. $25 each 
Contact Russ at 419-239-3010 
For Rent 
Part-Time GIFTED COORDINATOR 
POSITION available at Wood Coun- 
ty ESC. Qualifications include 3 
years successful teaching. MAS- 
TERS DEGREE, and valid GIFTED 
CERTIFICATION, or willingness to 
work toward the certificate. 
To apply contact 
Char Eversole 419-354-9010. 
Student Work 
Immediate Openings 
$11.75base/appt.. flex, sched. cust 
sales/ service, all ages 17 & older. 
conditions apply, 419-861-6134. 
1 bdrm in 2bdrm apt on E Wooster 
tor sublease. S347/month ♦ elec. 
419-575-1053 lor more info. 
812 3rd St Close to BGSU. 
newly painted. 3 BR, 1 Bath, 
privacy fenced in bk. yard, 
$840/ mo +dep. you pay util. 
Call Mary 419-474-7775 
UxartatthtWoodhndm -HltonSt 1S4-05W 
CINEMA 5        & 
SdwdukGood f« Ind*, 1M4/0S tWi*#r IttfOM 
n*HfiK-mHoftn* a ») 4 »., !0. ;io 13 
lnH«f ShMl(K-1])tctnirt 0 OOM00 7:00. 
1000, 
MfhtHMlK-IDfetaiA (105* 4.».»20.110,iu 
WAIIMVAnd C(omit(fi)«9fin*i i1 tOi.4 10 710 
no 10, 
the SWto(ib!r(K-U)«*nnin: (MS), 405.7:0S. 
:100s, 
Timrt in () itxw Sat. & ,Sun. only., Iim« in | J Show 
Thus, Fri. Sat, & Sun, only. 
* Muvt b* 17 to pjfiluse lirtfts v be accompanied 
by patent or legal guardian 
Sign-up for Showtime email at ** wnnemark com 
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments 
From Only $475! 
On selected floor plans 
• Ground floor ranch 
• Private entrance 
• Patio 
• Spacious kitchen 













djustinz to college life 
J We can HELP a 
Allies in Mental Health, LLC 
llO$.fcWiSt.S<»lr218 fc-v 
419JS4.A1MH  J4M 
Preferred JP Properties Co. 
Houses That Fee/ Like Homes 
www prererrac/properfieico   com 
MAKE YOUR HO MI AT: 
• Piedmont • Mini Mall Apts. 
• Updated Birchwood • Triplex 
- small pets allowed - imoll pets allowed 
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The Daily Crossword Fix 
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ACROSS 
1  Rolaids rival 
5 Swiftly 
10 Hide away 
14 Names 1st letter 
15 "_ Doone" 
16 Rublk's _ 
17 Recall of judges? 
20 Charged particle 
21 Supernatural being 
22 Open shoe 
23 ■_ Gay" 
25 Neighbor ot Syr 
28 Macabre 
29 Earth's crust layer 
30 Tablelands 
32 At least one 
33 Deadly fly 
35 Pirouette 
38 Courtroom decorations? 
42 Tag-player's call 
43 Eagle quarters 
45 Do lacework 
1 Most neat and orderly 
2 Labor supporter 
3 Application of a wrong 
name 
4 RR stop 
5 Rival nval 
6 French dog 
7 Onassls. to pals 
8 Turner stn. 
9 Beanery sign 
10 Act component 
11 Permafrost region 
12 Get hold of 41 
13 Actor Snipes 44 
18 Tiger's org. 45 
19 West of "My Little 46 
Chickadee" 47 
24 "Little  . Lupe Lu" 
26 Contents ot wills 49 
21 Cry out loud 52 
30 Liquefies 53 
31 Eliot's Marner 55 
34      Tome and Principe   57 
36 Shad delicacy 59 
37 Michaels of "SNL"       62 
39 Invoice 63 
40 Fine points 64 
Beach property 
Maxims 
NY's.    Zee Bridge 
Assert without proof 
Like some wedding 
cakes 
"Ulysses" city 






Part of ETA 
OS's quest 
48 Winter coasters 
50 Inter-campus sports grp. 
51 Carroll's girl 
54 Fighting Tigers' sch 
55 Meaty 
56 Fabric folds 
58 Court railing 
60 Cycle start? 
61 Judge's pet peeve? 
65 "A Death in the Family" author 
66 Anchor position 
67 _ Xiaoping 
68 Beatty and Rorem 
69 Tall tales 
70 Grounded Air France fliers 
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PASTA & SUBS 
I4J2 E. Wooiter.  BG 
(419) 352-4663 
delivery available- 
Hours: llin - 9pm Monday- Saturday 
Delivery llam-9pm Monday - Saturday 
For Rent For Rent For Rent 
"$199.00 Mo., Next to campus also 
a 3 & 6 Bdrm..houses all next to 
campus & Avail. NOW Call 419- 
353-0325 9am-9pm 2nd Sem. 1 ,2. 
& 4 Bdrm apts +rooms. 
"Houses Lg & Sm Avail, all next to 
campus, 06-07 S.Y {Multiple studs, 
unrelated OVER 3 ALLOWED) Call 
419-353-0325 9am-9pm/ Listings 
avail.24/7 at 316 E. Merry 83. 
3 and 4 bedroom house and 
apartment available now. 
419-353-8206 
large bdrm. room tor 2, S300/mo. 
utilities inc. W/D & dishwasher, 
2 blcks from campus 419-494-4343 
Subleaser needed lor efficiency 
apartment at 451 Thirstin Ave. 
Close to campus. S395' mo and 
furnished. 
Call Michelle al 419-261-5609. 
Subleaser Wanted. Beautiful, clean, 
spacious 1 bdrm. apt. S395/mo. + 
elec. 1 mile (rom campus Brand 
new kitchen. DAV & bathroom. Big 
enough for 2 students, ideal for 1. 
Recommended for upperclassmen. 
grads. & young professionals. Avail. 
Dec. 15 December rent is free 
email mscanlo@bgnet.bgsu.edu. 
Sublet 3 bdrm. 2 bath furnished apt 
on Thurstm till May 06. $800/mo * 
util. 419-358-8205 
Parent and Family Programs with 
University Activities Organization Presents: 
The Winner of NBC's "Last Comic Standing" 
JOHN HEFFRON 
Falcon Family Weekend 
Saturday, October 22nd, 9pm 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union 
Bowling Green State University 
Tickets at Union 





a;labie< ^ are going 
Questions? 
Call 419-372-2486 or visit 
www.bgsu.edu/studentlife/ 
organizations/uao/ 
